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license that can be // found in the LICENSE file. #include "net/quic/quic_session_recovery_storage.h" #include
"net/third_party/quic/core/crypto/proof_verifier.h" namespace net {
QuicSessionRecoveryStorage::QuicSessionRecoveryStorage() = default;
QuicSessionRecoveryStorage::~QuicSessionRecoveryStorage() = default; } // namespace net This invention is in the field of the
treating of waste water, and has particular reference to a process for the treatment of sludge and/or industrial waste water. There
are numerous industrial, medical and household processes which produce waste water or sludge in large quantities. Such wastes
are often disposed of into bodies of water without treatment or with a very minimal treatment and then are allowed to settle,
leaving the sludge to be absorbed into the ground by natural processes. There are many disadvantages inherent in such
procedures. A particular problem is the increase of the amount of water that must be introduced into the already limited supply
of fresh water. Thus, rivers and streams are subject to severe pollution, due to the rich agricultural lands upon which they
discharge their waters. With respect to environmental problems, it is well known that the manufacturing of certain chemicals,
such as pesticides, gives off noxious chemicals as by-products. While a high degree of efficiency in chemical and biological
processes would eliminate the discharge of chemicals into the environment, many chemical processes including, for example,
the mining of ores, the production of pharmaceuticals and the production of paper from wood pulp, still give off significant
amounts of chemicals into the environment. An additional problem with respect to existing procedures for disposal of water and
sludge wastes is the disposal of hazardous materials. The solid wastes generated by processing sewage and other wastes present
obvious problems. In addition, there is a high degree of pollution associated with the handling and disposal of the solids byproducts of production processes. The foregoing and other problems of the prior art are overcome by the novel process of the
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